There is an effective maximum density for linear heating at the point where the plasma frequency is equal to the cyclotron frequency. The bulk of the plasma electrons is heated, increasing the perpendicular energy with no tendency to accelerate a high energy tail of the velocity distribution.
The ordinary wave may be launched from outside the torus with somewhat smaller heating efficiency. Heating rates and velocity diffusioa coefficients are piesented.
I. INTRODUCTION
In a series of experiments on _he TM-3 tokamak at the I. V. Kurchatov
Institute of Atomic Energy in Moscow, Alikaev and coworkers have shown that linear electron cyclotron heating is an effective means of heating electrons in high density plasmas. 1 ' 2 They obtained evidence for effective absorption of the incident microwave power over a wide range of plasma parameters, including experiments with no upper hyb\id resonance in the plasma. In addition, very little electron heating was observed when the upper hybrid resonance was located within the plasma volume but the electron cyclotron resonance was not. The temperature increase obtained with cyclotron heating was comparable to that obtained with ohmic heating. The entire distribution of electrons was heated with no observable acceleration of a hot electron tail.
In contrast, experiments on the Spherator at the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory 3 indicated that a nonlinear interaction was responsible for heating near the upper hybrid resonance. This interaction had a threshold in incident power and produced tha typical sideband spectrum of parametric instabilities. The plasma density was high; that Is, the plasma frequency, = (4ime 2 /m) , was about equal to the electron cyclotron frequency, ft = eB/mc. The electron temperature was very low, T ~ 1 eV, in the Spherator experiment. From these and other similar experiments with high density plasmas, one is led to a tentative conclusion: nonlinear interactions occur near the upper hybrid resonance when the electron temperature is low, and linear absorption occurs at cyclotron resonance when the electrco temperature is initially high. This is also the conclusion of the present calculation. In these theories, the dispersion of the incident wave was neglectfc' ind the electric fields in the plasma were taken to be homogeneous and isotropic.
These assumptions are reasonable for large multimode cavities containing low density plasma, with only a fraction of the wave energy absorbed during each traversal of a resonant surface by a wave, but are not valid at high densities.
In the present calculation, these faults of the low density theories are corrected; the overall treatment is similar in that the emphasis is on electron heating rather than on wave damping. In Sect. II, wave dispersion and polarization are discussed in cold plasma theory. Two results are particularly relevant. First, the extraordinary wave must be launched from the inside of the torus, while the ordinary wave may be launched from any point. Second, the linear combination of electric fields that accelerates electrons,'which is E -iE in a local coordinate system with the x y J static magnetic field in the z direction, vanishes at cyclotron resonance.
The conclusion is that linear cyclotron heating can only occur with finite temperatures that will broaden the spatial cyclotron resonance or at low density.
In Sect. Ill, a Fokker-Planck equation is presented for the electron velocity distribution driven by the external fields. The fields are evaluated from the warm plasma dispersion. The elertron heating is found tc be effective for the entire velocity distribution, despite an essentially linear dependence on temperature.
In Sect. IV, numerical results are given for waves launched from a waveguide aperture. Heating rates in a tokamak are found to depend essentially on the ratio on the ratio of wavelength to the major radius i' of the torus, and on the electron temperature. . which is the high density cutoff for the X mode. P (2) When launched from the outside of a torus (a point /w 2 = 0, P ft 2 /u 2 < 1), the X wave meets a cutoff before reaching upper hybrid resonance or cyclotron resonance. In additi on, the cold plas.na dispersion relation may be used to show directly that: The direction of k or the wave velocity is indicated by the short arrows.
The wave vector is perpendicular to the ray vector at the upper hybrid resonance. A focusing effect is seen with the rays which were launched paralel to B making an antiparallel approach to the upper hybrid surface.
(7) For densities above the critical density, some X wave energy is reflected, with rays near perpendicular incidence propagating to the center. The case with w 2 > to 2 is illustrated in Fig. 5 for the X wave. This po ray tracing technique has also been applied to the 0 wave. As expected, the rays always propagate through cyclotron resonance when U) 
with
The argument of the Bessel functions, J N> is k^v^/Q; a is the azimuthal because the sum over modes of the microwave field contains an integral over a broad spectrum in k^, these effects are completely negligible. In a tokamak, the energy gained by electrons on a millisecond time scale is spread over the drift surfac m a microsecond time scale, so that the energy may be considered to be deposited uniformly or. the drift surface.
For these frequencies, there is little distinction between trapped and untrapped electrons in the heating process. In a collisionless plasma, the velocity diffusion will affect the number and the velocity distribution of the trapped electrons, but this aspect of the problem is not treated here.
Cyclotron heating rates are comparable to ohmic heating rates, and in present-day tokamaks collision frequencies are large enough to maintain a 
where B^ is the toroidal magnetic field at cyclotron resonance and
Inclusion of the rotational transform will only slightly change the shape of the resonant surfacr.
With these assumptions the temporal evolution of the electron distribution is
and k = Ck , 0, k ). Only the terms with N = ±1 are include.d for both X z positive and negative frequencies. One concludes directly that the perpendicular heating occurs uniformly for all velocities, while the parallel heating rate is proportional to the square of the perpend zular velocity and so is much smaller. Runaway electrons are not selectively accelerated;
an electron with large v^ is heated at the same rate as one with small v^, and the Doppler shift only changes the location of the resonant surface.
These heating rates agree with those calculated by more primitive means 8 The perpendicular and parallel heating rates per unit volume are found by integrating over the velocities
dtdV modes 8 oj2 a y^jj- and -i (e -ie -n 2 )E -i(e + xx xy z y xz n n )E \/U -n 2 V (15)
Because e -ie is of order one and e is of order R'A, E is smaller xx xy xx than Ey or E^ by a factor A/R; E may be neglected in Eq. (14), and The perpendicular index of refraction near resonance is
to lowest order and is real. The ± sign refers to the X(+) or O(-) mode.
The heating rate of Eq. (19) is the principal result of this calculation. The shape of the resonance line is illustrated in Fig. 6 , in which By assuming that the energy associated with each wave vector is con--V served, one finds for real k
X z
This expression is equivalent to the imaginary part of ~2k x in a wave damping treatment.
For the representation with total index of refraction n and angle 6, so that n = n sine and n = n cos6, one finds x z 
By contour integration one finds
Because Z has no zeros in the upper half of the complex plane, integral is converted to an integral over a large half circle in the upper half plane. Along this contour, the first two terms of the large argument expansion give this result. Whenever the line width A is small compared to the size o r the plasma, the fraction of the energy absorbed as a ray passes through the resonant surface in the high density limit is
where X is the wavelength. The damping coefficient is proportional to the temperature and to the major radius of the torus, as expected. The density dependence is not easy to untangle and is discussed in Sec. V.
The damping rate of Eqs. (24) and (26) is identical to the results of Akhiezer, 11 * Litvak, 15 Stepanov, 16 8. Here one sees that the absorption increases with density and is confined to the region where n < 1. A narrow beam near perpendicular incidence is most efficient for this mode. These plots are for a tokamak with R/X = 92. For larger major radius and higher frequencies, the damping decrement increases.
C. Waveguide excitation
The simplest, but not the optimum, method of launching the waves is a waveguide aperture opening into the plasma. For a rectangular waveguide of width a and breadth b, the X mode is excited preferentially with the long side mounted parallel to the toroidal field. For a cosine dependence of the electric field E^, the normalized spectrum in is
z For the 0 mode, the guide is oriented with the short side along the field.
For a uniform electric field Ethe spectrum i°
The fractional absorption for these spectra, with a = X/2, b = X/4, X = 1 cm, and R = 92 cm, is plotted in Fig. 9 as a function of density at the resonant surface. One sees that the X mode is more effective, with 90% of the energy absorbed at low density. The missing fraction is the small n z part of the spectrum. There is essentially no absorption for One concludes that cyclotron heating is well localized.
E. Conclusions
The most serious problem in cyclotron heating of tokamaks is the density limitation. Whenever the central density is high enough that > to 2 , the wave energy will be deposited along the resonant surface near the wall, with potentially deleterious effects. The only cold plasma mode that propagates in the region a = oj 2 /fi 2 > 2 is the whistler or helicon, and it will not propagate to cyclotron resonance. Finite temperature effects do not change the characteristics of the whistler very much.
Because this mode propagates almost along field lines, it is extremely difficult to launch in a tokamak. One concludes that electron cyclotron heating is probably not possible for > 2, and the practical limit is * 1. Heating at cyclotron harmonics has an even lower density limit. Heating of electrons by parametric oscillations is also difficult in this high density regime, because the pump wave must first propagate with the plasma.
For moderate density plasmas, the experimental results with tokamaks In a tokamak with ohmic heating, the electron temperature is always large enough for efficient linear heating, and the X mode is turned back well before the upper hybrid resonance.
In addition to the bulk heating of a tokamak plasma with microwaves, which has a direct effect on the transport coefficients of the plasma, the spatial localization of cyclotron heating makes it possible to modify the temperature profile of the plasma. This profile control is of particular interest as a means of optimizing the transport coefficients. An experiment is being planned at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory to test the results of this calculation, the effects of bulk heating, and the effects of local changes on the temperature profile of a tokamak plasma.
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